A new and simple way to make money from a new kind of Wi-Fi hotspot that connects People to People and not People to the Internet.

Do you own or operate a retail outlet, convenience store or a large casual dining restaurant in a busy area such as a shopping mall, main street, tourist spot, library, book store, convention center or close to several hotels?

We have a prepaid SMS prepaid card business opportunity where you can earn 25% commission on selling prepaid calling cards which is far more than the 8% commission typically earned from selling prepaid phone cards.

Our prepaid cards enable people to private text Chat or e-mail Chat and meet people privately in our local Wi-Fi hotspot. We call it Chatting Spot and it’s a new patent pending technology which enables people in busy Public spaces to find and connect to new people by texting from their Smart Phone. The service is only available within the footprint of one or a small cluster of adjacent Wi-Fi hubs owned by the service provider and so everyone who logs on the Public Chat Room service for free knows that everyone else who is logged on is within walking distance, maybe even at the next table. Many the person who has sat alone in their hotel Room, coffee bar or restaurant because it’s often just that socially difficult to walk up to a stranger and start talking; and so for that reason people who may have something in common ‘pass like ships in the night’; never knowing that a friendship or business relationship was literally staring them in the face, and then the moment is gone and maybe lost forever.
The Chatting Spot service is a ‘close proximity’ social networking system which caters to just those people who can quickly leave the virtual world of the Smart Phone and meet people in the real world. Chatting Spot does not connect people through the internet because on the internet people maybe anywhere in the world. We are all about the ‘here and now’ and the instant gratification of meeting new people in person.

We differ from the GPS APP’s available on the internet which track visitors locations and hopefully two people who have downloaded the same APP are in the same area and can meet up. Research has shown that many of those GPS APP’s are used by people who already know each other and have agreed to download the same APP. Chatting Spot relies on a very simple process to attract people to its social meeting point site without any advertising. When visitors enter an area maybe a hotel, coffee shop, book store, casual dining area, chances are that one of the first things they will do is go to the Wi-Fi button on their Smart Phone and see if there are any free Wi-Fi hotspots to access the internet.

Everywhere a Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hotspot exists the visitors will be able to log on for free. Instead of connecting to the internet they are connected to the Public Chat Room page of the hotspot and can see text messages flowing back and forwards between other visitors to the hotspot. These are all people who are physically close by; and so if someone asks ‘what are you wearing’ chances are the person who asked the question can look around the immediate area and see the other person and agree to meet. Alternatively a person outside a restaurant in the same Wi-Fi hotspot may log on to Chatting Spot and make an on line acquaintance with someone inside the restaurant.

Obviously a Public Chat Room is not the place where many people would wish to have a private communication and so Chatting Spot offers private Chat Rooms where two people can text each other out of the Public gaze and share information about their interests; and potentially agree to meet there and then. To use the private Chat Room, visitors need to purchase Chatting Spot scratch cards which only the operator of each single or cluster of nearby Wi-Fi hotspots can sell to visitors. Typically the scratch cards have a face value of US$5 or equivalent in local currency in other countries. Each text message sent to a private Room is charged typically at US 20 cents per message (or whatever price the operator chooses to charge per message). A US$5 scratch card would typically last for 25 private messages. The Wi-Fi hub operator pays a wholesale price of $3.75 per $5 value scratch card and therefore earns $1.25 as soon as the card is purchased by the visitor/user.

Visitors who log off the Chatting Spot hotspot can maintain a virtual presence through the E-mail Chat option. This option preserves the visitor’s virtual presence on the hotspot for 12 hours after the visitor logged off. This is considered to be the maximum time a visitor might still be in the neighborhood, maybe staying at a hotel, or working nearby. A visitor who wishes to maintain a virtual presence on the Chatting Spot hotspot can register a profile which live visitors to the hotspot can browse. Visitors using the Email
Chat option register their email on the hotspot and it remains there together with their profile for 12 hours from the last log off. The visitor’s full email address is concealed so that visitors cannot send emails to that address except through the Chatting Spot hotspot. The Chatting Spot system conceals part of all email addresses registered on the hotspot so that neither senders nor recipients of e-mails know each other’s email addresses unless they choose to reveal them to the other party. To use the Email Chat and register profile option the visitor is required to purchase a scratch card and is typically charged US 20 cents (or whatever price the operator chooses to charge per email sent). Emails are restricted to 500 characters and cannot have file attachments or contain graphics.

**Advertising**

The Chatting Spot hotspot operator also has another potentially lucrative income source. There is provided on the hotspot hub a space on the Log in page where the operator can place paid for adverts which are of course seen by everyone who logs on. Because all visitors to the Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hotspot are located within walking distance of local businesses then the hotspot will be of particular interest to local business owners who can place adverts for special events, such as coupons with a life span of maybe one hour to pull in local customers immediately. The Chatting Spot hotspot operator can accept single page JPEG format adverts from local businesses and then uploaded them by Wi-Fi to the hotspot hub immediately. This way, in any given day, Chatting Spot operators can charge for many short duration adverts loaded onto the hub.

If the Chatting Spot operator is operating the Wi-Fi hub indoors in a bar, restaurant, club and connects the hub HDMI connection a TV set the display will show a split screen with one third of screen on the right displaying a copy of the messages being sent through the public chat room. This feature is provided to make more people aware of the Chatting Spot hub. The left 2/3 of the TV screen is reserved for still picture adverts. Up to 100 adverts can be wirelessly loaded up into the Wi-Fi hub by the operator using an ADMIN feature. The adverts in the database can be selected to display or not display each for a selected number of seconds. This allows the operator to store many adverts on the hub and only have them displayed when the local business pays for the adverts to be shown. The adverts are displayed in random order to make the display more interesting to patrons. If the operator is restaurant owner then the TV display can be used to display menus and ‘specials’ of the day.

**So how to get started?**

This is a business which requires busy places with crowds of people in the selected hotspot zone to support the business. So if you are is a small rural community chances are this is not for you. However Chatting Spot is for you if you live in a town or city where there is plenty of foot traffic and a reason for people to loiter in certain areas such as town squares, shopping malls, food courts, hotels (yes Chatting Spot signals can reach into guest Rooms from hotspots located within a few hundred feet of a hotel), bars, clubs, large casual dining restaurants, amusement parks, fairgrounds, sports centers and more.
Equipment:

Each Chatting Spot hotspot operator will need to purchase from us a Chatting Spot hotspot Wi-Fi hub which is a small box about the size of 6 plastic CD cases stacked on top of each other. The Wi-Fi hub is the brains of the hotspot and runs on our proprietary software. See the specification sheet for details. The Wi-Fi hub can be mounted outdoors or indoors. It requires a 12V DC adaptor to electrical mains supply; however as the Wi-Fi hub draws very little power and has a miniature built in UPS which can power it for at least 2 hours with no power; the Wi-Fi hub could be powered by an external small car battery with solar cells to recharge it during the day if there is no mains electrical power available. See our specification sheet for recommendations on which solar panel and car batteries to use if no electrical mains power is available.

You can purchase your own Wi-Fi antennas (as recommended on our specification sheet) or purchase them directly from us by sending us an email request for pricing and delivery.

The Wi-Fi hub has an HDMI port which allows the owners of bars, restaurants and shopping malls to display on a TV monitor split screen, adverts and a copy of the Chatting Spot Public Chat room page which is exactly the same page seen by any visitor which logs onto the Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hot spot. The purpose of the TV monitor is to enable the system operator to promote the presence of Chatting Spot to visitors to bars, restaurants and shopping malls. The Wi-Fi hub supports a carousel.

Our Wi-Fi hub may be operated without any connection to the internet for the Public Chat Room and Private Chat Room functions. However does require a wired or wireless connection to the internet for visitors to be able to use the E-mail Chat function.

Owners of Chatting Spot micro hubs have their geographical service area listed on our www.chattingspot.com web site so that travelers can enter their destinations and see which hotels, coffee shops, restaurants, bars shopping malls and special event areas are served by Chatting Spot Terminals.
Price List

Wi-Fi Hubs

Model CS-WF-4U-001

All hubs include

a) 12v DC to 110/220V AC in-line power adaptor with 6ft lead and 2 pin plug (US type)
b) Ethernet connector. An Ethernet cable is required for connection to the internet. Alternatively the Wi-Fi hub can be configured to use the internal second Wi-Fi access antenna to connect to any close by Wi-Fi hotspot to gain access to the internet.
c) SMA Wi-Fi antenna connector (see below for antenna options) A small low gain antenna is provided with the hub but it is recommended to purchase high gain Wi-Fi antennas to extend the range of the hotspot
d) HDMI connector for connection to a TV screen in a Public place so that customers (in bars etc.) or passersby can see IM text conversations taking place on the Chatting Spot Public Chat Room page.

Price US$450.00 plus shipping and sales tax (if applicable).

Accessories

We recommend that users purchase accessories directly on the web from sites such as E-bay. If customers have problems in making these purchases then we will purchase the accessories and charge a 15% handling charge plus shipping.

(Note: Omni directional antenna provides 360 degree range and typical range is approximately 700 feet radius (1400 feet diameter). High Gain directional antenna offers a 120 degree beam which is perfect for strong signal and typically has a range of approximately 1200 feet when used with the Chatting Spot hotspot micro hub).

Indoor Antenna: 360 degree 15dBi Wi-Fi Antenna: TP-LINK TL-ANT2415D 2.4GHz 15dBi Omni-directional Antenna: (recommend 1 antenna) Typical price listed on E-Bay US$65 (or less) each plus shipping

Outdoor High Gain Directional Antenna (2 recommended for best coverage): TP-LINK TL-ANT2414A Antenna: Typical price listed on E-Bay $65 (or less) each plus shipping

Power Reduction Attenuator. The CS-WF-4U-001 is equipped with a 4watt amplifier to compensate for signal losses when 2 or more directional antennas are connected or there is a long cable length between the hub and the antenna. If the hub is being used with only a single antenna with a short cable run then it is recommended to connect 'in-line' an RF attenuator to reduce the radiated power to be compliant with local WiFi emission regulations. For example Weinschel 3 dB SMA Attenuator Model 4M will reduce the power by 50% if required.

TV Monitor with HDMI socket: Available from most electronics stores. Used for Bar/Restaurant display

Note: Our new software release in 2016 will allows clusters of common ownership Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hotspots to link to each other so that visitors to one Wi-Fi hotspot will be able to search for new friends logged onto to other nearby Wi-Fi hubs
Scratch cards

Scratch cards are used by visitors to the Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hotspot for private live texting with other visitors logged onto the hub or to leave their profile on the hub so other visitors can contact them or to send emails to other visitors who have logged off the Chatting Spot hotspot.

The face value (the price marked on the card) is US$5.00 which will enable visitors to send dozens of private message or emails to other visitors on the hotspot.

We sell the Chatting Spot scratch cards at $3.75 each to the Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hub purchaser/hotspot operator. The minimum quantity available for purchase is 50 scratch cards.

Scratch cards are also available in 5.00 GBP (British Pound) and 5.00 EUR (Euro) Denominations.

Scratch Card purchase and update procedure

It is assumed that the purchaser of each Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hub will purchase a minimum purchase of 50 scratch cards with the hub box. The validation database containing the initial scratch cards will be loaded onto the hub memory card when the product is shipped. This will enable the hub purchaser to immediately start selling Chatting Spot cards to visitors so they can register their profile, send private messages in the private chat rooms (message which cannot be seen by the public) and send emails (with some parts of the address hidden with ***) provided the Wi-Fi hub is connected to the internet.

When the Chatting Spot Wi-Fi hub purchases additional Chatting Spot scratch cards (after the initial quantity) the procedure for adding the new scratch cards to the validation database is as follows-

1. Email support@chattingspot.com with the serial number of the Wi-Fi hub in the Subject Line
2. Each block of scratch cards is printed with 8 digit sequential Control Numbers visible on the card. In the email please state the lowest and highest control number.
3. If your Wi-Fi hub is not permanently connected to the internet then we will require you connect the hub to the internet for a period of 24 hours so please advise in the email which day from 0000-24000 GMT your Wi-Fi hub will be connected to the internet. During this connection period we will add to your existing partly used scratch card database the new scratch cards you have just purchased.
4. We allow a maintenance window of 30 minutes during the day you allocated for us to upgrade your scratch card database. During this period your Wi-Fi hub will display in the E-mail Chat section the message “System Maintenance in Progress. Email Chat Unavailable. Please retry again in 30 minutes” This message will be removed from your Wi-Fi hub when the maintenance is complete and you will receive an email confirming the maintenance is complete.
5. Please note that if the Chatting Spot hub is operated without connection to the internet the Email Chat service is not available. However the Private Chat Room service is available if the Wi-Fi hub is not connected to the internet.
CHATTING SPOT PUBLIC CHAT ROOM

Visitor#1: Hello I am the property business
Visitor#2: Hello I am software development
Visitor#3: Hello I am building contractor
Visitor#4: Hello I am a doctor
Visitor#5: Hello I am a nurse
Visitor#6: Hello visitor #3 I have some building work you maybe interested in
Visitor#7: Hello visitor #1 shall we go to the PRIVATE CHAT ROOM to discuss private?
Visitor#1: I have purchased a Chatting Spot Scratch Card so I have tokens I can use to send you a private message in the PRIVATE CHAT ROOM.
Visitor#3: Ok I will wait for your private message.

CHATTING SPOT PUBLIC CHAT ROOM

Visitor#1: Private Chat Room
Visitor#2: Anyone here who surfs
Visitor#3: anyone out there
Visitor#4: Yes I surf as well. What about the nurse do you surf?
Visitor#5: (Caught looking)
Visitor#6: Looks like the nurse has left
Visitor#7: You could always try and reach her on Email chat
Visitor#1: Good idea! I will buy a Chatting Spot scratch card so I can send her an email through the email chat.

CHATTING SPOT PRIVATE CHAT ROOM

Visitor#1: Hello Visitor #1, I have 20 apartments we are renovating and need new kitchens, visitors interested in kitchen restoration.
Visitor#2: My name is George. Who are you?
Visitor#3: I am Jim Walsh of Walsh contracting
Visitor#4: I haven’t heard of you Jim. Do you want to meet up to discuss?
Visitor#3: I will be at the front door of the restaurant in 5 minutes. I am wearing a tamer shirt.
Visitor#1: Ok Jim, I will see you there shortly.
Scratch Card Database Management

Each time an operator purchases a block of scratch cards, Chatting Spot issues an encrypted file containing the following data. When the Chatting Spot hub is connected to our secure server through the internet we upload the encrypted database file to the Wi-Fi hub. Each time a visitor logs on the scratch number of a purchase scratch card the random number of the card is checked against the database entry. When the card is validated every time the visitor use the card for private chat room or private e-mail chat message sent the database is debited the fee per message sent as set by the operator and published on the hotspot page.
BAR/RESTAURANT APPLICATION USING A TV SCREEN FOR PROMOTION

Chatting Spot hotspot operator – Administrator control of the Wi-Fi hub operation

Chatting Spot hotspot operator can use laptop with Wi-Fi connectivity to control functionality of the Wi-Fi hub including uploading advert Still Image slides and text on screens for Visitor hotspot smart phone log in screen advert

Bar/Restaurant Manager can use Bar/Restaurant Manager can use wireless keyboard to connect to Wi-Fi hub and add text messages to Chatting Spot Public Chat Room

Chatting Spot Public Chat Room is exactly same screen as displayed on all hotspot visitor smartphone screens

Carousel of up to 100 still image slides can be stored in the Wi-Fi hub memory and displayed for variable durations at random via HDMI cable to TV screen

Carousel of up to 100 still image slides can be stored in the Wi-Fi hub memory and displayed for variable durations at random via HDMI cable to TV screen

Advert Slide #100 duration 20 secs

Advert Slide #100 duration 20 secs

Advert Slide #2 duration 10 secs

Advert Slide #2 duration 10 secs
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Typical Locations for placement of Chatting Spot Hubs to earn maximum revenue-

**Indoors**

1. Large casual dining restaurants  
2. Large Bars  
3. Large Hotel Lobbies  
4. Casinos  
5. Shopping Malls  
6. Tradeshows  
7. Museums  
8. Art Galleries  
9. Book Stores  
10. Cruise Ships  
11. Train Stations  
12. Airport concourses

**Outdoors**

1. Outside clusters of hotels (Wi-Fi Signal will penetrate guest rooms) particularly in tourist areas  
2. Outside clusters of restaurants  
3. Outside special events, sporting, fairs, concerts,  
4. Parks  
5. Town Squares